
 

AP Comparative Government   Country (Group) __________________________________ 

Second Semester 2014-2015    Class Day:   A   /   B  

Mr. Searcy        “A” Day Class Presentations:            “B” Class Presentations: 
 

GROUP PROJECT :  COUNTRY ANALYSIS  (30% of Overall Course Grade) 
 

Group Members:    _________________________ 

_________________________ _________________________ 

_________________________ _________________________ 

_________________________ _________________________ 
 
Your group has been commissioned by the country of ____________ to provide an objective, fact-based, 

externally positioned, national level, S.W.O.T. analysis in order to assist its leadership in getting an unbiased 

and international perspective of the country’s operations, identity, capabilities, capacity, and potentials – both 

positive and negative. The analysis is to be general, yet succinct and focused.  

The country of _____________ has also requested your recommendation and perspective regarding the 

greatest challenge the country will face over the next 5 years and why. Speculation related to outcomes 

should NOT be included. The group’s assertion of the country’s most pressing issue over the next 5 years will 

be based on the information addressed and presented in the S.W.O.T. analysis as well as verifiable historical 

trends and/or outcomes. Please refer to the 3 P’s of Information as a guide. Provide sources and appropriate 

citations. 

Use the provided S.W.O.T. forms for the analysis. Provide the assertion in regular essay format. Each group 

will present its findings and assertion in class. 

Project - 100 Points Maximum          

S.W.O.T. Analysis          
Strengths: Characteristics and/or elements of the country that give it an advantage over others or things that 
the country does well. (Internal)        (20 Points Max) _________ 
Weaknesses: Characteristics and/or elements that place the country at a disadvantage relative to others or 
that the country does NOT do well. (Internal)      (20 Points Max) _________ 
Opportunities: Elements that the country could exploit to its advantage or capitalize on in the global 
environment and marketplace. (External)       (20 Points Max)  _________ 
Threats: Elements in the global environment that could cause trouble for the country.  
(External and out of the country’s control.)        (20 Points Max)  _________ 
  
S.W.O.T. Analysis Total         ___________ 80 Pts Max 
 

Issue/Assertion of the country’s greatest challenge over the next 5 years.  ___________20 Pts Max 
 

TOTAL POINTS (Max 100) _______________ 


